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I once had visions on heaven and hell in a dream. In the dream I was walking on road on a road in a 

desolate land, when suddenly the road split in a Y shape and I had to make a decision which way I go. 

Right at the center of the Y there appeared a rock I went to it and as I got to the rock, the rock moved and 

a staircase appeared. I went in and followed the stairs all the way down and as I arrived to the end I find 

myself looking down the sky. It's very much like when you are on a plan with wide door open ready for 

parachuting. As I stood looking down, the next thing I knew, I find myself wrapped in a white cloth like 

cloud entity that was floating me down. As this white entity, floating me down, a wondering bad spirit 

suddenly came across my way (I suppose it was lurking about near earth) and as it saw me, it gave a 

frightening scream, like human do when they encounter a ghost. This bad spirit entity was terrified from 

the white entity that was wrapped around me. The white entity brought me all the way down until we 

reached the surface. As the white entity landed me on the of this not so good strange place, a dark grey 

land with muddy looking environment and overwhelming negativity. Right where I was landed I 

witnessed a mother scolding her children and was trying to stop them from beating each other with sticks. 

The white entity took me further down, and there I saw terrifying things. The mud was darker and deeper. 

There was an animal tied to a tree (I sensed the animal was a human being before he was turned into a 

donkey like animal and I felt his sorrowful state) and everything looked horribly grey with no vegetation 

and no greens. I believe this is what hell looked like. 

 

Heaven vision 

 

In the sane dream, I was walking by the side of a hill looked like a mountain. Something prompted me to 

go the this particular spot. As I got there a huge rock appeared and felt like a secret door and I was 



somehow ordered to push the rock so I did. The rock opened a hull way, so I followed it and at the end of 

the hull way there appeared a huge door, so I opened that door as well, and as I opened it, I find myself 

floating forward totally naked in this multi-color rainbow like tunnel, hands stretched straight with my 

head faced down and rest of my body stretched straight behind and moving forward floating in slow 

motion. As I got to the end, about five foot round window appeared. I landed slowly like in slow motion 

and stood on my feet and looked outside that window, and I saw the most beautiful lavish green garden I 

ever saw. It was like a new garden in the spring. Trees were young and healthy, stood about 4 feet high. 

The grass was like a carpet, so green and beautiful. There was no presence of flesh, no birds, animal or 

human beings. 

 

The scene changed and I find myself in this garden learning how to fly. One of the ways I started learning 

how to elevate myself off the ground was, I sit on the ground with my feet stretched straight in front of 

me like an L shape, my arms stretched out straight with palms of my hands faced down. To elevate my 

body off ground, a powerful energy-force come out of the palm of my hand and lift my body off the 

ground. To move my body forward, a triangular beam of force that come from my forehead and a second 

beam come from my heart and when these beam forces touch, they make a triangle that I use to I move 

forward. To maneuver left or right, I use my mind. I guess I just had a glimpse of Heaven. I need to work 

on myself and be serious about my spiritual life. 

 

With this valuable lesson I learned that whatever religion one fellows, be it Islam, Christianity, Judaism 

or whatever, if we don't live according to God's standard of love in life, one is doomed to this hellish, 

unpleasant grey environment of life after death. But the I one who lives in love with his-her fellow human 

being whatever different religion he-she maybe. He will live in this reserved beautiful garden. So, 

Muslims, Christianity, Jews, stop fighting each other in the name of your same God and try to live God's 

way of True, unconditional Love. You are to love one another as God loved you all! When you die and go 

the spiritual world, you would not be judged by what religion you followed, but by your life's conduct. 

How much you loved and obeyed God's commandment. 

 

 


